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Cffi\PTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Purpo:s:e 
Chronic~, long-term, or better stili, 
prolonged :iillness: has beem receiving in~ 
cTeased attention: in· recent yea-rs as the -
major medical-social problem o·f our time. 
In an era characterized oy dramatic vfc-
tories·. over disease in general, the :fu;r·~ 
c-neasing incidence of prolonged illness: 
presents: ai challenge t 'o· all those com-
c.erned with the provision' of adequate· 
caTe for the sick., • ._. The challenge that 
c:onfronts · us:; nm1 :i:is hmr ta. provide ad,.. 
equate care fbr a large number of' patients: 
over a prolonged period of time and hmv- · 
to succeed where 1..re have hi the·rto failed, 
both i:rr prevent.ioru and treatment. 
Ninna Field-1 
The National !ff'ealth~ Survey' conducted a study during 
the 1.vinter of 1.935-1936 f .or the purpose of determining 
the prevalence 0f· c·ertaim chronic diseases, covering· 
number of people affected is about t vrenty-three million• 
One Iocai s;tudy in~ Massachusetts·, fbr example, points 
1. lvlj_nna:' FieTd, Patients" are p •. ?. 
-~ 
I 
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out: that there a:re many people vtho- have an· undetected. 
or unsuspected iTlness. On the ba·sis of this one study, 
it appears· that about 18.8 per cent o·f the popuiatior;t' 
suffer~ from some form of prolonged illness or perma-
nent impairment.2 
Chronic illness has even larger social implications. 
According to Dr., Boas:: 
Chronic illness has so profund an. · 
effect upom the patient t·s; external life,.. 
on hiso. career, om his c::>ccupation,_ his~ · 
e.conomie status, his, amusements; · a:nd his 
ho·bbies;,. on his familY relationship-s:, 
on : his:: habits· o:f eating_, drinking, sleeping 
and social intercourse,_ that he is often 
over\vhelmed by the neces-sary readjustment 
of his mode of living .J 
The United Community Services-, Committee on Chronic: 
Illness, ;,.,ras interested in studying a; limited number of 
discharged chronically ill patientsfrom four teaching 
hospitals· in 1951 in an ei'fort to determine v-rhat ha:•s' 
happened to them since that time. Also of importance, . 
United Community Service·s \'ranted to· lmmv v.rhat community 
resourceos these patients used to meet their needs;. 
The purpose of this thesis i's to make a follo-v,r-up 
study· o:f a group· of aged people \vho: had been:. hospi talize·d 
· 3. Erns:t P. Bbas, The Uns·een. Plague:. Cbronic · 
Disease_, p • .20. 
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at Massachusetts: Memorial H'oScpi taTs. 
In undertaking this study,: the writer had several 
questions in mind:- I) What '.vere the most prevalent d:tseas-es·~ 1 
among these patients? 2) What problems 1.v.ere most e:vf- I, 
dent among the patients=? 3) Hirn.r did the s:ociai 1.-rorker 
help the patient in achieving a . satisfactory ad ,iustment 
tcr his illness? 4) What facilities; v.rere used to meet 
the needs; of the patients: after ho'Spitalization? 5) 
What wa s the status o:f these patients economically, 
s·oc:ially, emotionally, and phys.d.cally in December, 1953? 
Scope 0i' Study_ 
This thesis is; a three-year follm<r-llp study bas·e:d. 
on .the first twenty-five patients that wer e admitted to 
the Massachusetts Memorial Ifos:pitals during January and 
February,: 1951, which met the criteria for selection. 
The follovring c.Titeria were used in the selection . of 
t hese cases-.! 
I. that the pa tient be sixty-five years of age or 
oider at the time of admission. 
2'. that the patient live in' the Boston- area or its 
vicinity. 
3. that the patient be a 1trard patient. 
This project v.ras sponsored by the United Community 
Service s:, Conrrni ttee on Chronic Illness, and is a portion 
of a pilot study being conducted at three other teaching 
- -=-- ~ ---
3 
hospitals. in the B.oston . area, each . contributing its· 
share oi' knowledge to the vast problem of chronic car~. 
The 'basis for selection of cases · to be studied was de-
termined for the "l...rriter by t he U:hitP-d Community s ·ervice s;. 
Me;t]iod oi' Stw1y 
Tlie Connni ttee s·elected the personal intervim-r ,a-s· 
the method. oi' stuc3_y to be · used l;iY the· viri ter im de-
termining the three·.- year faiiovr.-up s..tatus; oi' the t-vrenty-
five patients·: studied. T-vro patients: had died on the; 
second Massachusetts: Memorial! Hbspitai admission :iiro 
I-951 and nine patients had died since dis.:charge from 
the ho:spital in 1951, making a total of eleven patients: 
that were deceased in· 1953'.. Of the n ine patients: that 
had died s.ince d ischarge ih 1951, the writer interviewe-d 
the survivor in t -vro cas·eS'. Social service - records and 
cons:ultation 1v:d..th a social vrorker 1,vere used to obtain. 
information ~ untii the time of death on the remaining 
seven deceased patients:. It 'l.iffis . agreed not to visit . 
a relative if the patient had died in the hospital re-
gardl ess CJf 'l.vhether it i·las a first or sec·ond admission, 
s:d.nce this study is limited to post-hospitalization 
a-djustments::... A relative was to be visd.ted if the patient 
died after discharge from the ho:spitaT. 
- ---- -- - ------=--------
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The V'nriter intervie-vred the fourteen surviving 
patients. Two patients·; among this group refused to be 
intervievred , therefore, the 1vri ter sBlected the next 
tvm admissions that met the requirements· for selection. 
In order to analyze the cases·, the Committee devised a 
sce:hedute 1..rhich covered the follm·ring points.: descrfptiom 
of the patient in regard to his agE?, se:x:·,. marital status·, . 
.. . 
race, medical diagnosis and follolv:;..up care recommended 
upon discharge in 1951, and living arrangements:, phys·ical 
and financial status in 195I and I953. 
A s.urvey of books, pamphTets' and journals from the 
fields of medicine and socia l · work as they relate to the 
medical and social problems~ of old · age and illness:; 1·rere 
utilized to provide background material for this study~ 
Tables: 1vere used to · pres'.ent the statistical data .. Case 
examples: 1..rere given to illustrate the role of the social 
vrorker i.vi th the chronic sick. 
Source's of Data>_ 
The sources· of material used in this s;tudy 1.v:ere 
social service records:, s:ocial service card~; vrhere 
contact \va s limited, social consul tat ~on sheets; in ·. 
medical' records;, medical records,, out-patient records., 
and, in a fei.>J' cases, verbal information given by members:. 
of the Social Service Department. In one instance, 
I' 
I 
I 
,, 
I 
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5 
verbal information vras given by the physician~ to: Hho~~ 
c:a.re the patient \Jas discharged. This patient -,ras · de-
c:e:ased in' I 0 53 
7. ' 
had no relatives·; in the state, and \vas 
not knovm to social service·. 
Limitations: 
.The outstanding limitation o:f this . study is in the 
inadequacy of socia l service records. Of the hrenty-
I 
I 
I 
II 
II 
I 
five cases- selected for study, six. had social service I 
records. Five of these patien~s:: were deceased in. 
December, 1953, so that follovr-up vras . not . possib~~· 
Seven patients': had a social service card or a <ron~ 
sultation sheet in the medical record indicating a 
l 'imi ted contact. Eleven patients: had no contact with 
s:ocial service· at all either in 1951 or in . I953. Ca:se 
st udies refer to, the patients, that \·rere knmm either to 
the Social Service Department of the Massachusetts: 
Memorial Hospitals or-· the Home Med-ical Social Servic·e, 
Department of the Massachusetts' Memorial Hospitals in· 
1951. 
Six patients · 1vi th acute illnes~ses vrere included· in· 
this group:. AI though this study is concerned principally 
\•ti th the chronic patient, the six acute patients: w.ere 
included in all phase~ of the statistical analyses • . 
I . 
Due to the a bove-mentioned limitations, the conclusions·1: 
I' 
--=-=-·-- --
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reached are Iimi ted and do no·t apply beyond the scope 
of this study. 
7 
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CHAPTER II 
THE HOSPITAL SETTING 
Rrief Survey of the Hassachusett~ 
Hemorial Hosuitals 
The Massachusetts: Hemorial nos pi tals is; a vollmtary, 
non-profit institution, vrhich "'ra:s founded in, l841 and. 
incorporated in l855 under the name oi' the lf.assachusett~, 
Homeopathic Ho·spi tals. The hospital maintains a: . c:ompre-
hensive three-fold program:· to give care to the sick, 
to add to the body of scientific knowledge of he-alth 
and disease through research, and to~ provid e opport~i ties: 
for teaching. Free or lovr cost medical care is pro-
vided for those who need it regardless o·f race, religion, 
color, creed, social or e:conomic status. The hospital 
consists of five memorial units.:. Evans Memorial for 
research as vmll as for private: and vrard patient care; 
Talbot Memorial,, i·rhich vras the original building and. 
-v.r:as erected in 1876 by the Komeopathic Medical· S?ciety, 
for out-patient <J:are; Robinsonand Collamore Nemorial~ 
for 1vard and private bed c·are; Haynes Hemorial for in-
fectious diseases; and the recently added Medical' 
Assoc'ia tes for group practice as . v;ell as f or teaching 
and research. The hospital became associated with the 
!' 
8 
Boston: University School of Medicine in~. 1871 and serves 
as: a teaching hospital for this s:chool and gives: in-
struction in infectious diseases to the students of the 
Harvard :Medical School and the H'arvard School of Public-
Health.. The hospital also maintains a School of Ni.:lrs ing 
and a School f01" Technicians. 
The Massa~chusetts Nemoria·l Hospitals is a general 
disease hospital offering medical services by fifteen 
sepa:rate medical and surgical staffs. vrhich repres-ent 
all the maj or divisions of medicine and most of th~ 
s·:pe'C'ialties·. The present accomodations- are for three 
htmdred and sixty adults; and forty babies. There are 
thirty.;..five clinics. for out-patient care and a de-
partment providing home care for the medically indi-
gent. There are also considerable facilities· for 
educational and research purposes. In 1952, eight-
thousand t1v-o hundred patients received hospital care 
from thirty-six states. \mile the hospital is pr i marily 
for residents: of Boston, one thousand mvo hundred thirty 
four or 16.6 per cent o:f the patients· came from other 
cities and tovms in HaS'sachusetts;. 1 
Extensive investigations are being carried on in 
the field of cardiovascular dis:eases~ and cancer, the' 
t\vo leading cause s: of death. Research projects in 
1 •. Massachusetts Memorial Kospi tals, Annual 
Report , 1952. 
9 
hematology, rad ioactive isotopes , metabolism and endo-
crinology are also carried on at this hospital. 
\!lith these inclusive activities: in the care of sick 
people, . medical education and research, the Massachusetts· 
Memorial Hospitals makes its:: contribution tovrards: the' 
progressive development of medicine and improvement of 
health in Boston. The Ivlassachusetts Memorial Hbspi tals~ 
has become one of the leading health centers of the 
world •. 
The . So·ciai Service De-oartment of 
the Massachu.setts · Hemorial Ho·spi tais: 
The Social Service Department within the hospita-l 
began unofficially in 1910' 1·ri th a social 1-rorker 1vho 1>1as: 
a; nurse. She worked at the Robinson Memorial 'l.vhich at 
that time vras a maternity hospital at:!d the problem of 
the un'l.ved mother ·vrho came to; the Pre-natal Clinic vras· 
the first social problem to come to the attention ~ of 
the social ,,rorker. In 192D', the Social Service De-
partment developed officially 1vi th a trained social 
\•rorker and the department has continued to' expand to 
meet the medical and social needs· of its· patien~s. In· · 
19'53, there ivere nine social \vorkers; in the out-patient 
department including the Direc~or of Soci::~I Service,, 
10 
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and one social worker in the main hospital. Of the 
social 'l.vorkers: in the out-patient department, one 
worker covers: the Home Medical Service, one: \vorks 
principally on a cardiac-· study, one vrorke-r is attached 
to the out-patient admitting offi ce, and the . remaining 
vrorkers cover the various cliniC's in the out-patient 
department. The social "'rorlcer in the admitting office 
determines the clinic fee according to the patient's: 
a;bili tv to pay.. Often many problems are piclced up 
and they are referred to: the social 1.rorker lvho covers' 
the clinic the patient will attend. S'ometimes, the 
doctor$ in the various clinic~ refer patients~ to the 
social \·TOrkers; for help. The out-patient department 
employs a case aid who does social admitting for patient~ 
\·Tho have previously been knmm to the clinic. A code-
is given each patient according to his ability to pay, 
and is revised as the situation war rants. 
The medical social Harkers have been g iving guidance 
a.Yld help both lvithin and outside the hospital for over 
hrenty-fi ve years-. This help may be in the form of 
casew:ork servicesc, direct services·:, or cooperation with. 
other agencies,, both public and private, depending on:. 
the medical. and sociaT needs' of.' the patient.. The medica! 
social worker work~ in close collaboration with the 
11 
doctors and the patients , interpreting the social 
situation of the patient to the doctor , and the 
doctorts diagnosis and recommendations for treatment 
to the patient . The medical social worker keeps in 
close touch "'rith the patient vrhen he attends the clinic , 
or the -vrards -vmen he is in the hospital , or by visits 
to the home vrhen that is indicated, and keeps in close 
contact vri th the Visiting Nurse Association ·Hhich supple-
ments the care given by the clinic . 
The Home Hedical Service of the 
Hassachusetts Memorial Hospital s 
The Horne Medical Service of the Massachusetts 
Kem6:-c i a l Hospitals had its inception about 1875 "~:rhen 
the hos pital inaugurated a district service to provide 
medical care for the indi gent poor of t he South End 
ar ea. The program ·vras oper ated :from the out- patient 
department an<i 1.-vas then ' called the Di strict Service . 
It is a joint servic e offered t o the comrD.tmity by the 
Hassachusetts 1•1emorial Hospitals and the Boston Uni-
versity School of Hedicine . The Al1...11.Ual Repor t of. the 
hos pit al for 1878 indicated t hat i n the prev ious year 
1 , 507 pat ients had been treated at home andhad rece ived 
12 
5,887 visits.2 
Ih July, 19lt-8, there "'l•ras a re -organization of the 
service and the assumption of r esponsibility for me d ical 
ca r e and teaching 011 this service Has g iven to the 
Department of Preventive Nedicine at the Boston Uni-
versity School of i''ledicine. This association of ap-
pointments allovrs a centralization of authority and 
control vrhich make s possible a. fairly intensive inte-
gration of service and continuity of medical ca r e as 
\vell as a correlated. exper ience in me dica l practice. 
The d i s trict that the Home Medical Service cover s 
is approximately one square mile of the hos pi tal in the 
South End area~· and ad j a cent portion of Roxbury. It conta ins 
a population of varied ba ckgr ounds- numbering fifty 
thousand and include s the lovmst economic stra tum of the 
city. Home visits are made to · patients -Hho are not under 
the care of a private physician and have an income 1:1i thin 
the limit s acceptable f or out-pat i ent a dmission as es-
tablished by the Hospital Council of Me tropolitan Boston. 
The upper limit of eligibility for a single person is 
2·. Henry .J. Bakst, nsocial and Environmental 
Hedicine : The Home Me<!Hcal Service, ttThe Boston Med ical 
Quarterly, 1:18, June, 1950. · 
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forty dollars_ a vreek . Approximately one third of the 
annual services aTe provided for individuals receiving 
financial assistance from a public \·relfare agency, two 
thirds of the annual services: are provided for medically 
needy individuals and practically the entire cost of 
c-are for this group must be subsidized by the hospita•l.3 
The function of the Home Medical Service today is 
b.mfold: to give direct s:-ervice to the community and to 
teach medical students: to see the patient in his natural 
environment so that they can learn to a pproach the patient 
as a whole person in relation: to his social envirorunent •. 
. ,. 
The regular staff of the Ifome Medical Service con-
s:ists of a director, two residents: , .. rho r evie\f the calls·. 
vrhich the fourth year medical students: have made the 
previous morning, a full-time social 'tvorker, nurse, c:md 
nurse-secretary. The nurs:e- secretary receives: and s:creens 
the calls from individuals, social aE;encies·, relatives: 
or other hospitals until three atclock each afternoon. 
Each month a group of from four to six fourth year 
3. Hemry J. B'akst, "Domiciliary Me dical Care and 
the Voluntary · Teaching Hospital,"' American Journal of 
Public Health, 43:589-595, May, 1953·. 
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medical students:. from the Boston . University School of 
Merlicine are assigned to practice on this service •. For 
the past few years, t\vO social -.,-rork students; from the 
Boston University School of Social 1.!fork have been as-
sd.gned to the Home Medical Service for field ~;-rork ,place-
ment under the supervision of the social vrorker covering 
this service. There are also· tim student nurses who· 
rotate on the service each month and provide bedside·· 
nursing care under the Supervisor of N'UI'ses; of the 
Home Hedical Service. The service has access to la:bo- · 
ratory and diagnostic facilities ; in the hospital and 
consultation vli th other departments: in the hospital are 
available 1lfhen needed. The service maintains a close: 
work ing relationship vli th the Vis:d.ting Nurse Associatiom. 
The Home Nedical Service cares for patients with 
both acute and chronic illness,. It covers · all age groups 
and is aided by a- grant from the Cormnon\lreal th Fund. 
The Social Worlrer on the 
Hbme lv1edical Service 
The social worker participates in the teaching 
program as 1;vell as giving direct service to the patients; 
referred to her by the fourth yea:r medical students. 
--=-=----...::=--=....--.......::;...- ~-==--·--=- ---· 
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Each month I'IThen the nevT group of medical students is 
a;!S.signed to the Home Medical Service, · the social 1-rorker 
holds: an orientation conference l·li th them to help them 
understand the importance of the teamvrork relationship, 
the function of the medical social -vrorker and the social 
and emotional implications. of illness. The social .. ,rorl~eT 
also participates . in the weekly Social Service: Conference 
led by the Director of the Home Medical Service and 
att.end ed hy all the medical students, social 1vork students, 
and representatives of the Visiting Nurse Association 
and other social agenci e s \vhich are interested in the 
patients discussed at the conference. The medical 
students; are encouraged to discuss any medical-social 
s_i tuation that has come to the ir attention from their 
experience on the service. Often, the other members of 
the team enrich the medical students' kno-vrledge so that 
\ 
the patient is vie1ved in an a:ll encompassing frame1.rork. 
Also, in a teaching capacity , the social l•rorker 
supervises a social vrork student ''rho has been assigned 
to the Home Nedical Service for her second year field 
work assigrunent. 
The Home Medical Service provides a d iversity of 
medical and social situations.. The cases· vary from the 
somewhat simple one to the more complex, from the young 
------ - ·- -::.=.. -
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to the old, from those acutely ill to those chronically 
ill. Some of the p]Lmblems that come to the attention 
of the social worker on this service are: obtaining 
temporary financial assistance, providing temporary 
housekeeping services:. , terminal care placement, nursing 
home placement, evaluation of current medical status of 
patients at the request of public "~:Jelfare agencie s, 
mar i tal problems, financial and emotional problems as 
they relate to the illness situation. 
17 
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CHAPTER IIT 
SOCIO-ECONOMIC AND EMOTIONAL ASPECTS 
OF CHRONIC DISEASE 
The social consequences . of chronic dis:ease include 
long periods of invalidism, disruption of personal and 
economic family life and dependency. With illness, 
economic problems and emotional adjustments: must be-
made to help insure some meas;ure of security within 
the family unit. 
If ' the head of a household has a chronic illness; 
.I 
I 
'I 
I 
I 
'I 
and there are no savings, complete dependency follovJs. ,1 
Relatives; can sometimes-· help in emergencies, but not 
aver long periods; o:f time. The spouse cannot take a 
position outside the home to a-J_levia:te the financial 
burden, as her services; are needed to care for the in-
valid. Often welfare assistance s:eems' the only solution 
and this may mean an adjustment in terms· of s;tandard of 
living. If the provider of the family is not the victim 
of the illness, its influence is nevertheless exerted 
upon him in innumerable -vrays •. Housekeeping services-
may be needed in the home, children may have to be· 
boarded out.. The provider is bes\i.eged by "\•Torry ana 
tension ~~th increasing financial problems so that the 
~- 1' 
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impact of chronic illness is felt very strongly ,,.,ithin 
the family unit. This also manifests· itself 1.•rhen the 
care of chronic patients becomes so exacting and de-
manding , that relatives find it i mpossible to continue 
home care vri th the subsequent problems of planning 
nursing home or terminal care. 
Chronic disease has a high correlation with poverty 
and poor living conditions.1 Lov1 s-tandards of living, 
over\vork , overcrovTding, the effects of poor diet , and 
unhygienic surroundings frequently found among low in-
come groups are contributing factors- to some forms of 
prolonged illness. Also, poor financial circumstances 
may mean delayed medical attention or the total lack of 
it, turning many acute illnesses into chronic il1ness.2 
The National nealth Survey shm,Jed that the chronic-
disease disability rate varied from 2. 87 per cent among 
public assistance families to l.J.I-4 per cent among familie s 
with income ~mder $1,000 a: year , to 0.~6 per cent among 
families 1:rith income s under ~~1,500 to $2,000 per year.3 
Very often the poor cannot afford the proper food and 
1. Ninna Field , Patients ~-re Peonle, p. 87. 
2. Ibid ., p .32. 
3.- Ibid., p .8~ 
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medications. Poor housing conditions, inadequate sani-
tation, overcro-vrded living quarters and lmv- income all 
impede rehabilitation. 
The Meaning of Illness 
Pe-ople react differently to illness and disability, 
some reacting t6 it with frustration, others with pleasure. 
It may be considered a negative, anxiety-provoking event 
as it exerts temporary control over an individual's 
affairs. It affects family e·conomics~ by entailing 
additional costs, by loss of income and by creating 
debts. 
Illness carries 1vi th it some satisfactions. The 
ill person- rece,ives special attention and consideration 
from others. He may enjoy his state of dependency and 
the personal physical care from those attending to him. 
Illness carries vrith it elements of regression, demanding 
attitudes and irritability, which diminish as health is· 
restored. 
It is very important to distinguish bet't·reen the 
physical and emotional factors in the etiology and treat-
ment of disease. \vhen there is a strong emotional com-
ponent to illness, the patientts· physical progress will 
20 
be hampered unless he has made a satisfactory adaptation 
to his total life situation. Each individual's psycho-
social- grm·rth and development is somei·That different and 
hmv an individual handles anxiety resulting from illness 
will depend on his ego strength. The individual S'ets up 
defense me chanisms to· handle his an,v,:iety and the use he 
makes of the various defense mechanisms depends on his 
age , the tension and stress the individual is under and 
the extent to 1.vhich these defenses are used. 
The Aged 
The problerrs of old age are largely one of illness. 
Diseases of the cardiovascular system are the most 
frequent, follmved by diseases·. of the bones, joints and 
muscles. Next in importance are diseases of the re-
spiratory system, follm·red by diseases of the genito-
urinary system, organic diseases of the nervous system, 
diseases of the eye and ear, skindisease and malignant 
neoplasms.4 
Since 1900 the number of persons sixty-five years 
and over has almost quadrupled .. There are today a bout 
eleven million persons aged sixty-five and over in the 
4-. Nathan W •. Shock, Trends in Gerontology, p . Lf-. 
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United States .5 The increase in longevity is largely 
the result of lives saved at early ages through the 
conquest of causes of infant mortality and infectious 
diseases . Knmvledge of public health, i mprovements 
in living condi tions, plus conc erted research programs 
on clll'onic disease Hill eventually result in lo-vrer 
death rates from chronic disease . 
Needs of the Aged 
The satisfactions desired by the aged and the methods 
used to meet his needs- are fundamentally the same for 
every age group . The elderly person, like the child, 
needs to be loved, he needs opportunities t o express a 
desire for independence, he needs emotional and physical 
security. The aged person ,,rants t o be a living part 
of his own \vorld and fe el that he is playing a · useful and 
productive role in it . This desire to be useful and 
needed is perhaps- the most frequent problem of the aged . 
Role of the l·iedical Social ~vorker 
in Chronic Illness <?-nd Old Age 
Living arrangements constitute a maj or social problem 
vri th the aged sick. Some people are obliged to finally 
5. Ernst P. Boas , The Unseen .Plague: Chronic 
Disease , p . 49-50. 
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give up their homes because of financial or physical 
inability to maintain . the home or because of peculiari-
ties., The social -vmr ker can be useful in the selection 
of care on an individual basis involving finding a home 
su.ited to the client's needs, helping him to accept 
placement in this type of home, and follm-r-up contact 
to help him adjust to the nevr life • . The age·d· need help 
in under s-tanding the natural slm-ring-up process of old 
a'ge, in accepting these as natura:l and planning activities 
c:ommensurate lvith their present realistic a:bili ties. 
A medical s-ocial 1vorker must remember that behavior 
patterns are more rigid and re-adjustment to nevr situations 
11 
is; a slm·rer process . The 1vorker must take into con-.,.. I 
sideration: the social; emotionar and psychologic al f a ctors· ' 
in making any plans., Movement fs slm..rer 1.·Ti th o·lder 
peop le, but they must be encouraged to assume the fullest 
responsibility of '\vhich they are capable. It is important 
to evaluate the strengths of the aged p-erson' v·Ihich involves I 
the acceptance o:i' some regre ssion concomitant -vli th old 
age. The social worker also must remember that elderlY 
persons have both the right and ability in varying degrees 
to plan their own lives .6 
I 
'I 
I 
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6. Joan H. Smith~ npsychological Understanding· 1 
in Case\•rork -vrith the Aged"·, Journal of Social Case11rork , 
_ 2-9; l88-T94-, 1'1ay , _ _194-8. __ _ _ 
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The medical social 1•Torker' s prime consideration is 
to prevent personal and family det erioration as a r esult 
of the illnes s and to help the patient use medical care 
constructively. The patient must be encouraged to under-
stand his illness and to functi on as effectively a s 
possible \>Tithin the limitations i mposed by the illness. 
Strengthening of family ties is also important d1..1ring 
illness. Guilt, shame, fear and pain, ·which are part of 
the emotional components in illness, tend to turn the 
patient's f eelings to1:1ar ds himself and his illness. 7 
The social 1:10rker should make every possible effort to 
help the patient see himself as a member of the family 
and of the community of which he is a part. The medical 
social worker should assist the patient with real ity 
planning relative to his care, clear understanding of 
the care r ecorf1..mended by the physician, explanations 
about medical resourc es, about diagnosis, prognosis, 
and treat ment. The pa tient needs help in understanding 
the nature of his disease, the nature of treat ment, and 
the prognosis 1:Jith and vri thout treatment. The patient 
should be prepared for pain and discomfort. 
7. Ibid, p . H39. 
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Supportive~ c:ase"vork i s very important vd th older 
patients since many are lonely a.n.d unhappy. Supportive 
case-vmrk may help· strengthen fami ly relationships and 
help the patie nts: function be t t e r within their physical 
limitations. 
When prolonged illness crea t es a financial problem, 
the social vrorker should help t he patient and hi s family 
ma.ke use of availabl e social re sources. Some t ime s it 
is d i ff icult to accept economic dependence and the need 
to use a community resource .. Sometimes the r everse is 
true and a patient vrill use i llness to s ec11re financial 
support and to fulfill dependency needs. 
Occa sionally, the medical social v.rorker must help 
a family adjust to separation , if this seems the best 
choice f or the vTelfare of the f amily . Help in resolving 
family conflicts and accepting the reality situation is: 
necessar y so t hat t he family may be saved from di s i nte-
grating due to the prolonged ill nes s of the pat i ent. 
Existing Co~~unity Resources for the Chronic Patient 
The vast majority of persons aff l icted \nth chronic 
illne ss must turn to the community for whole or partial 
as s i s t ance to obtain adequate treatment for their 
25 
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±:Ilness.S The chronic ~ick ar e found in out-patient · 
clinics;, in general hospitals , in convalescent homes, 
and in homes for the aged and incurable. 
Out-patient Clinic~: The chief obstacle to this 
type of treatment plan is the lack of continuity in 
treatment . The patient is seen by ~ different doctor 
at eachvisit and the patient- doctor relationship does 
not exist. The doctors: become dis couraged at the lack 
of i mpr ovement and at the doctor ' sc inability to remove 
.the cause of the symptoms. The medical social worker 
is very helpfUl in 1..rorking -vri th the underprivileged 
gr oup to help the chronic patient function at maxi mtun 
capacity within his limitations. 
General Ho spitals:;~ Often chronic patients are 
seen in general hospitals because of a lack of other 
appropriate facilitie s, and onc e admitted it. is often 
difficult to discharge them . Sometimes the social 
situat ion sends a patient to the hospital because 
there is no one to care for him. Sometimes· he is 
sent back to his previous living arrangeme nts and the 
benefits of previous medical care · are lost . The medical 
social worker understands.~ the needs of the patient and 
8. Ernst P. Boas , op . cit., p.34. 
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is; a'ble to interpret medical recomm.endations to the 
patient at time of discharge to continue to i mprove in 
health. 
Convalesc ent Homes: Often convalescent homes are 
forced into a position where they must receive chronic 
patients in spite of inadequate facilities for active 
medical treatment. Other homes are more adequately 
equipped to accomodate chronic patients. 
Homes for the Chronic Sick : These homes have the 
stigma of tincurable' attached to them and the entire 
medical policy is a very negativistic one. It is based 
on the assumption that the patients are hopeles sly and 
incurably ill and beyond any possible medical treatment. 
These homes tear dmm any hopes that the patient has, 
with the end result that the patient receives only cus-
todial care -vrhereas palliative treatment might help. 
Home s for the Aged : Plrulned essentially for the 
older \·Tell patient, these homes are not staffed or 
equipped to take care of chronic patients with the re-
sults that many patients receive insufficient medical 
care. 
Home Care: This is essentially a medical home 
care program for the chronic sick l;vho are not in in-
stitutions and are confined to their home, which may 
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me~ dirty, cnld, and inadeq11a te. Co;:Llaborative medical 
resources, such as the Visiting Nurse· Assoc~iation', doctor 
· an.d social worker attempt to meet both the medical and 
emotional problems of the patient.. This program offers 
many possibiii ties and is·, helping to- me-et the need for 
me-die.:a:U socia:l care in 1.mderpri vileged a:r€ms: •. 
Fa'Cil'i ties; for the treatment of' disease and for re-
habilitatiom are f_~r from adequate.. The extent t:o ivhie.:h 
these services can be available depends u-pon the extent 
t:o \•Thich a community is 1villing to support its' medical 
and 11Telfare programs. It: also depends, upon an a-vrareness; 
by the community of the need fbr these facilities plus 
appropriation of funds . for this purpo-se. 
Current Trends :Ln Hedical Care 
Preventive Programs: Preventive programs are a very 
important part of a com_rnunity health program, o..;hich is 
usually under the auspices of a public health- agency. 
Many public health -agencies, besides protecting the health 
of the community, have t.mdertaken broad educational 
programs; as; a . step tm·rards; funprovj_ng general health. 
Public health has - taken leadersh:ii:p in . the control of 
tubercul osis and veneraal disease and has instituted 
many cancer detection _centers. 
- - ---===-- ___-:-=: --- - ----
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Community Resource~s~ :, Me-dical s~c.ience is constantly 
expanding its lmovrledge ooth· im prevent ion:, care and 
causation:. of illness:... The strong emphasis on research 
for diagnosis· and treatment of disease and rehabilitat~on . 
are limited,, and the availability of these services· d'e-
pends· upon community a1var ene s s and 1-rili ingne s s to support 
such programs. 
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CHAPTER IV 
DESCRIPTION:- OF THE GROUP 
As: eleven of the t-vrenty-f'ive patients~ inc~uded in 
this study \<Jere deceased by December , 1953, the data on: 
the tvrenty-five patients; pertains to 1951 and the data 
' . 
on the fourteen surviving patient~ pertains to 1953. 
Age, Sex and Raca 
Ail patients- studied \vere over sixty-five years of' 
age at the time of admission to the hos-;pita'l. in 1951. 
Nineteen patients:. had some form of chronic illness \vhile 
six patients: we-re ho-s::p i talized for a cute illness. The 
I 
I 
acute illnesses inc-luded:. viral pneumonia and enteritis; 
fracture, external ma:lleoius, left ankle; inguinal hernia; .I 
bilateraU. displacement of the great to-e; bilateral 
vatic;ose veins; and acute celluii tis:; and benign . prostatic 
hypertrophy-.. Of the t-~:~renty-five patients : studied, ten 
\vere 1-vomen and fifteen 1-rere men . _ The racial' distribution 
\vas hrenty \·rhi te and five _ Ne-:gro- p a tients. 
Eleven of the tv.renty-five patients s;tud i ed \vere de-
c::eased in December, 1953'. Nine died since discharge_from 
the hospital in 1951 and t\vo died on the second :tviass-;.. 
achusetts Nemorial Hospi ta·I admission~ in· 1951. Fourteen 
1
1 
I 
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patientS' vrere ]i ving in December, 1953. 
Ec-onomic Status-. 
TABLE I 
SOtmCE OF I NCO:tv:E OF THE T1:JENTY:..FIVE PATIENTS STUDI ED 
I N 1951 AND FOURTEEN SURVIVING PATIENTS Il'f 1953 
Source 0f Income 1951 1953"" 
Aid to the Blind 1 1 
Relatives 4 J 
Old Ag e Assistance 9 5 
Pension:, 3 3 
So:ciai Security Benefits · 3' r,l.;. 
Ovm Resources; 5 4 
itfa:ges 7 T 
UnknovJn 1 I 
Total 33' 22 
The 1953 total figure is lower because eleven: 
patients 1.·rere deceased by 1953 . Among the t\v.enty-five 
s::tudied in. 1951, fou.rteen patients: receive d s-ome form 
of public assistance , sacial sec1..1ri t y · benefits:, pension: 
~ -=--=:: --- -- -
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or combination. Six patients had multiple sources of 
income in 1951 and nine patients had multiple sources 
of income in 1953 . 
Iv1ari tal Status in 1951 and 1953 
Among the bJ'enty-five patients studied in 1951, six 
'l.vere single, thirteen were married, four 1·rere \vidm-red, 
one 1vas d ivorced and one \-Tas separ a ted. By 1<)53 , the 
marital status of the fourteen surviving patients \<!ere 
as follmvs: eight \vere married, f our \vere single, one 
vras ,,ridmved, and one 1·ras separated . 
Living Arrangements. of the Twenty-five Patients Studied 
in 1951 and of the Four t e en Stu~viving Patient_s in 1953 
· Of the hventy-five patients studied in 1951, three 
patients utilized social service at d ischarge to help 
\•rith nursing home plans. Of these three pat ients, bro 
had no relatives to care for them vrhile the other patient 
felt that a nursing home would help her convales cence 
and alleviate the family of the burden of her care. 
Three patients returned to their ovm room or apartment 
alone after discharge from the hospital in 1951, t\vo 
of vrhom vwre re-admitted to the hospital and utilized 
a nursing home upon d ischarge. T\va patients returned 
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to rooming houses with their spouses~ after d ischarge. 
It is significant to note that among this old er 
group of patients a nursing home ivas utilized only vrhen1 
there 1v.as no other method of choice, except for the one 
patient lvhO · lived vTi th her family . This I•Tould seem to 
indicate that if the patient could go to the home of a 
relative or a relative help fn the patient-'s· m'm living 
quarters, this Has definitely p-referred over a nursing 
home •. 
The -vrrit er intervievred t1vo of the four patients lvho 
'iv.ent to a nursing home (tvw \vere deceased fn 1953). One· 
patient \vent to a nursing home near his room because it 
1·ras very convenient. This patient 'l.vas satisfied 'i,-rith 
the treatment and care.. 'The other patient 1<1:as: very· dis-
satisfied with the treatment and care and type of persom 
s-he found as . patients. 
The :riving arrangements of the fourteen surviving 
patients in December, 1953·, w.ere the' same as pri'or to 
admission to the hospital :iln 1951.. Nine patients: lived_ 
in either their mm· apartment or home ivith relatives or 
spouses:, three patients l·rere living alone in their 
rooms,, one patient vtas living in a~ room lv-ith.- his~ spouse, 
and one patient \vas living in her ovm home alone. 
=-= 
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Medical Diagnosis in · l951 
Of.' the t\·!enty-five patients:. inc-·luded· in this s·tudy, 
the discharge diagnosis in 1951 r:evealed that five· 
patient~ had oniy one disease each; the other twenty 
patient s-o all presented a combination of i .llnesses. The 
illnesses: that occurred: alone ~<Jere: fractured. anl-cle, 
benign pros~tatic hype:rtrophy, inguinal hernia·, aTthritis: 
a:nd hallux· valgus. 
Heart disease -vras the most prevalent chronic 9-is:eas'e 
- . 
among this group oi' patients. Eight of the h!enty-five 
patients studied had some form o-f heart dis:ease. Six 
patients: had some form of cancer; one patient had cancer 
of the lung, one patient had cancer of the stomach, three 
patients: had cancer o~ the prostate, and one patient 
had cancer of the blood. Cancer is the second cause of 
death today, preceded only by heart disease. Of the 
patients'. that were diagnosed as having cancer in 19~1, 
four have since expired and tlvo patients -vdth adeno-
carcinoma of the pros~tate ~>rere _living in 1953'. Of these 
two patients, one had eight re,....admissions: to the _hosr>ital 
since 1951 and the other patient has not beenre-
hospi ta~lized at all since 1951 and vras in good physical 
c-ondition.. Four patients •.·rere afflicted 1vith emphys:ema, 
'I 
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fbllmved by vaTicose . veins, benign prostatic hypertrophy, 
and inguinal hernia, with three patients suffering from 
each of these illnesses. 
Medical diagnosis for the fourteen surviving patients· 
in 1953 was not available as this information vras not 
included in the schedule. 
Physical Limitations- - 1953 
Data on the physical limitations of the tiventy-five 
studied in 1951 was not available as this information 
was not included in the schedule. The following infor-
mation refers to the physical limitations of the fourteen 
surviving patients- in . l953. 
Ambulatory, bed-chair, and bedridden are the general 
terms employed to describe the patients physical status 
in 1953. These terms are used here i·Ti th qualifications·. 
Ambulatory is divided into unlimited and homebound. 
Homebound refers to a patient who is ambulatory iV.ithin 
the house, but is unable to leave the house. A bed-
chair patient is one -vrb,.o is able to sit up in a chair 
for several hours or all day, but is unable to walk 
about the room.. A bedridden patient needs complete 
bed rest and nursing care •. 
h 
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TABLE II 
PHYSICAL LIMITATIONS Ol? THE FOURTEE}J 
SURVIVING PATIE1~S IN 1953 
====~===========--- · 
Physical Limitations; 
Ambulatory 
Unlimited 
Homebound 
Bed and Chair 
B.edridden 
Total 
10 
3 
Patients' 
13 
1 
14 . 
Among the fourteen surviving patients, thirteen 
'\vere ambulatory, three patients of vrhich were limited 
to the home. Of these t!'J..ree patients, one ltTaS blind 
and two were crippled with arthriti s.. One patient 
vrith ParKinson 1 s .. Dis,ease 1...r.as conf ined to a bed and 
chair existence and is 1.m.able to care for himsel f . 
Patients: Studied in 
Patients; in I 
Of the twenty;...five patients studied in .19.5I, twenty;.. 
two 'l.•rere followed at the Ma'ssachusetts.: Memorial Rospitals·· 
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out-patient clinics: and three patients had no out-patient . 
follow-up care at this hospital. Sixteen patients 1vere 
re-hospitalized since their 1951 discharge from the 
hospi tar, b ·rel ve were re-hospitalized at the 1-lassacb.usetts·: 
Memorial Hospitals . and four patients; \·rent to other 
hospitals;.. Eight patients~ '\vere riot re-hospitalized since 
1951., 
Of the fourteen surviving patients in ~ l953, six: 
patients received Massachusetts: l'-1emorial Hospital out-
patient clinic sGrvices. One patient received out~ 
patient c:linic s·ervices: at another clinic and · seven 
patients did not receive any out-patient clinic services •. 
Of the fm.:trteen surviving patients~, seven had repeat 
Hassachusetts · Hemorial hospitaliza tions, three patients~ 
had other hospitaliza tions, and five patients·. had no 
repeat hospitalizations. Of the seven patients:: that 
1:"ere re-hospitalized, tvro patients \-tere re-haspi tal i zed· 
for acute illness;. one for cholecystitis and one for 
a streptococcal' absce~ss of the left foot. One patient 
with a chronic illness \vas re-hospitalized because of 
a fall resulting in a fractured left rib. The remaining 
four patients; 1·rere re-ho·sp'i talized due to exacerbation 
of their previous illness or additional complicating 
factor s :relating to. old age. 
I. l 
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Occupation and Leisure InteresJts of Twenty;...Five Patients: 
in~ 1951 and £i'ourteen Surv1v1ng Pat1ents ih 1953 
The twenty;...five patients.: s:tudied in_ 1951 showed the 
follo~;ring occupational interests:. Fourteen patients; were 
retired, five patients vrere \vage earners, five' patients 
\</'ere housewives and one patient was self-employed. In-
formation was not available on the leisure-time interests 
of the tvrenty-five' patients in 1951. 
The fourteen surviving patients: in 1953 showed the 
follmving occupational interests:- Seven \vere retired, 
five were house'\Ari ves:, one was self -employed and one 
patient vras a wage earner. Their leisure-time activities 
'\vere as foll ovrs: ten patients: enjoyed reading, five · en-
joyed radio and television, four patients did a great 
deal of visiting, three enjoyed knitting and sewing , one 
patient too}:: a practical nursing course, one patient did 
odd jobs, one patient attended church r ;egularly, one 
patient took yearly trips, one patient enjoyed watching 
wrestling matches and three patients.: did not mention any 
leisure-time activities:. Many of these patients presented 
a variety of leisure-time activities. 
= ::::: -- ::..::=- ~ -----·--- -
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Soci_g,l Service in l2_2:J_ and 195"3 
TABLE III 
SOCIAL SERVICE CONTACTS · OF T\VENTY-FIVE PATIENTS IN 
1951 AND FOURTEEN SURVIVING PATIENTS IN 1953 
Social Service 1951 1953 
B~ief contact with hospital socia l worker 7 1 
Knmm to other agencies . 1 2 
Not knovm to hospital social service 11 11 
Casework services by hospital social service 6 
Total 25 
One patient -.,,;as knmm to another agency, but was 
not knovm to the Social Service Department of the 
Hassachusetts Nemorial Hospitals in 1951. 
· Of the eleven patients that \·.rere not k .... l'lm·m to the 
l-'lassachusetts lvlemorial Social Service Department in 1951, 
t\vo v-rere deceased in 1953. The survivors 't.Yere interviewed , 
but \V:ere not able to relate- any problems as of December, 
1953. It is very difficult to . evaluate the reasons \:Thy 
the remaining nine patients \·rho vrere living in 1953 s.mv 
no need for social service help. On interview, the 
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writer vras told that the patient vras able to manage his 
ovm affairs 'l:tithout the help- of a social vTOrker or ex-
pressed ignorance of the services performed by a social 
'\vorker. The nine patients 1\l'ere in good health at the 
time of interview. One patient was confined to bed due 
to a recent fall, but otherwise managed the home. These 
nine patients- did not express any medical problems: in 
I953. Seven of the patients that were unlcnown to s·oc.:ial 
s_,ervice 1vere Iiving in c.omfortable cir~umstances. Some 
owned their own home, had been self-supporting for many 
years or were supported by s:gouses in their earlier years. 
Some were receiving support from relative:s. plus other 
sources of income.. One single patient was 1•rorking in: 
December, 1953. 
The -writer on intervie1v tried to determine if the 
s:ervices: of a social \<Torker 'tvere needed in 1953 to help 
with any problems relating to the patient's past or 
current illness situation. Of the sixteen people inter-
viewed (t\vo were survivors of patients), thirteen 
patients were reluctant to discus.s any personal problems 
relating to the patient's past or present illness. One 
patient discussed a current financial problem and the 
Writer directed the patient to the proper source of help. 
This patient had a limited contact with the S'ocial 
I 
'I 
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Service Department. One patient said that he would have Jl 
liked to have seen a social worker about his large hospital I 
bill in 1951, but. added that he VTas glad he had the 
money to pay the bill and that he felt. so well. The 
writer had difficulty in communicating -vrith one patient 
s.ince he S})oke only Italian, but \vas able to determine 
that the patient had difficulty paying for medication. 
This patient is knm.m to the hospital Social Service 
Department.. T\vo patients among this group vrere knmm 
to other agencies, one to Boston- City ffospital Social 
Service Department and one patient t_a the Aid to the 
Blind. . Both patients l.ve.Te receiving social service help 
II 
II 
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from these agencies •. Of the eighteen patients interviel.ved, I 
therefore, two patients received limited Social Service 
help from the hospital and t1rro patients received help 
from other agencies in 1953. 
Anal sis of Problems kno-vm to the Social 
Service De artment in ro 1 
The problems of the six patients that v-rere knm·m 
to the Social Service Department of the Massachusetts 
Nemoriai Ho:spitals: in I95I fell into eight categories. 
They were: 1) need for emotional support \vhile in the 
hospital, 2) nee:d for emotional support after hospi taliz-
ation, 3) help \vi th discharge plans, . 4) he~lp with trans-
___ ---4- ---
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portation. to clinic,5) interpretation of social situation 
to doctor, 6) need for better living arrangements , 
7) interpretation of medical . situation to relatives and 
8) interpretation of' medical status- to other social 
agencies. These categories were based on an evaluation 
of the social service records. 
Four patient~ needed emotional support dur i ng their 
hospitalization at the l-'Iassachusetts l..femorial Hospitals 
in 1951 and tvro C'Ontinued to need support after hospi-
I 
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II talization. In addition to these problems, one patient 
also needed help 1-Ti th transportation and help vii th 
making ne-vr living arrangements., Interpretation of this 
patient' s~ medical status to relatives vras also given by 
the social 1,v-orker. The social \vorker interpreted the 
patient's social situation to the doctor in another 
case .. 
Analys:is of Brief Contact Problems 
TABLE IV 
ANALYSIS OF PROBIEHS KNOWN- TO THE SOCIAI_, SERVICE 
DEPARTl-'lENT IN 195'1 FOR BRIEF CONTACT ONLY 
Total 7 7 
~==== --========-~~~ 
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Summary 
The group included both vrhi te and Negro patients 
and more men than ,,.romen. All patients : were over sixty~ 
five years: of age at the time of admission to the hospital 
in 1951. Ecnnomically, fourteen patients were- being 
supported by some form of public assistance, social 
s:ecurity benefits: or pension in I95I.. In 1953, eleven 
out of fourteen surviving patients: v.rere supported in 
this manner. In 1951, thirteen patients· were married, 
six '\vere single, four were vlidm.ved, one 1.vas divorced, 
and one was separated. The marital status of the four-
teen surviving patients· in 1953' -vrere:. eight were married, 
four 1.vere single, one was \vidmved, and one vtas separated. 
Eighteen of the twenty-five patients studied in 1951 
returned to the same type of living . arrangements~ after 
discharge from the hospital as prior to discharge. Three 
patients 1.-rent to a nursing home upon discharge and four 
patients' went to the home of a relative upon discharge. 
By· 1953, the fourteen surviving patients retained the 
s.ame living arrangements as prior to admission to the 
hosp:ital in 1951. In 1951, the discharge diagnosis. 
revealed that five patients had one disease each and 
twenty patients presented a combination· of illness. 
This material 1.·.ras unobtainable for the fourteen surviving 
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patients in 1953. The most prevalent diseases among the 
t·Henty-fi ve patients v.rere: 1) heart disease, 2) cancer, 
3) emphysema, 4) varicose veins;, and 5) benign prosta·tic 
hypertrophy. Data on the physical limitations of the 
t"'-r.enty-five patients· in 1951 ·\vas not available -~ Among 
the fourteen surviving patients in 1953, thirteen patients 
'tvere ambulatory; ten unlimited, and three patients· 1.rere 
confined to the home. One patient was confined to a 
1.rheelchair. In Jl95I, twenty-hom patients 1.rere follovmd 
at the Massachusetts :Hemorial Clinics: and twelve of 
these patients were re-hospitalized at this hospital since 
1951. Of the fourteen surviving patients· ~n 1953, six 
patients received Massachusetts Memorial Hospital out-
I 
I 
I 
~ 
patient clinic services and s·even patients· had repeat 
1
1 
Massachusetts Memorial Hospital admissions. 
Further follm'l-up- data on the fourteen surviving 
patients in 1953 revealed that seven patients were re-
tired, five vrere house,.;i ves, one 1.ras self -employed and 
one i·ras a wage earner. These patients; enjoyed a variety 
of leisure-time activities. 
Six patients· 1>1ere known to the Social Service De-
partment in 1951. Five of these patients: w·ere deceased 
in 1953 and one patient was living and ivell in 1953. 
Seven addi tiona:r. patients had a brief contact \vi th the 
-----=- .::...--~--=---
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Social Service Department in either 1951 or 1953. Of 
these eleven patients, t-vm vrere deceased and nine vrere 
living in 1953. An analysis of the problems of the six 
patients that were known to the Social Service Department 
in 1951 revealed that four patients needed emotional 
support during their hospitalization and b.,-o continued 
to need support after hospitalization. 
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CHAPTER V 
CASE STUDIES 
In this chapter, six cases 1.-rill b e presented to 
illustrate the nat~~e of the problems encountered among 
the patients studied and hmv the s-ocial 'tvorker helped 
mee t their needs. Of these six cases, three '\·rere knmm 
to the main Social Service Department and three were 
knmm to the ffome Medical Service of the Massachusetts 
Memoria] Hospitals in 1951. Due to the inadequacy of 
social service records: among the t 1. renty-fi ve patients . 
studied in 1951, the 1.vriter used the case studie s to 
illustrate the problems of the six patients that had 
social service records: and h mr the social w:orker helped 
in each case. 
Of the six ca·se studies, five patients vrere deceased 
in December, 1953. There is, therefore, no follm-r-up 
social service material on these patients. One patient 
\vas living and \vell. in December, l SI 53. 
Four patients needed emotional. support during their 
hospitalization at the Massachusetts Memorial Hospitals 
in 1951. This case illustrates- the emotional support 
given .. by the social 'mrker so that the p atient \·tas able 
to live -vri thin her limitations. 
- - - - - - ===-=--==--= 
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Case 1 
The patient vras an eighty-tvro year old , 
white, single, 1voman vri th arteriosclerotic 
heart disease, angina pectoris, congenital 
heart failure, and anemi a . She was r eferred 
to the social \vorker on the Home Medical 
Service in 1949 for revievr of her Old Age · 
Assistance budget to include cost of medi-
cation. The patient lived alone in her 
apartment. 
The patient had been seen periodically 
in 1950, and in January , 1951, the case v.ras 
re-opened for a supportive relationship during 
the patient's hospital stay and for continued 
support upon the patient's discharge home. 
The 1.vorker reassured the patient that 
her medications were included in her Old 
Age Assistance budget and that she vtould 
continue to receive Old Age benefits upon 
discharge from the hospital. The social 
worker helped the patient ad just and live 
"~:Ti thin her cardiac limitation. 
In September, 1951, the patient received 
a notice that a first floor apartment 1-ras: 
available in a housing project. The patient 
moved but 1.,ras very apprehensive after the 
move as it was so sudden. The social worker 
visited several times during this period 
and the patient began to spend more time in 
the living room rather thru1 in bed. 
In June, 195Z , the ext ern on the Home 
Me.dicai Service, requested' an eye evaluation. 
as the patient vra:s complaining about her eyes. 
The patient "~iT.a:s found to have developing 
bilateral cataracts. The social lvorker pre-
pared the patient f or dimming vision and 
possible correction by surgery. The social 
vrorker continued in a suppor tive r elationship 
so that appropriate plans mi ght be made vrhen 
the patient herself gradually realized that 
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it would not be possible for her to continue 
to live alone •. Hospitalization·. again bec ame 
necessary for the patient and she \vas admitted 
to Haynes Hemorial in February, 1953, i•lhere 
she remained until May, 1953.. At this point, 
the case \•ras transferred to the social i·mrker 
at the Haynes~. Memorial. The patient 1vas. 
subsequentJJy transferred to another hospital 
where she died in May, 1953. · 
In this case, the social worker interpreted the 
patient's. medical status to Old Age Assistanca so that 
her budget 1muld be revised to include the cust of 
medication. The social worker was very helpful ~n 
a~laying the anxieties that the patient had concerning 
her Old Age Assistance check while in the hospital., She 
encouraged the patient and offered the necessary re-
aossurance so that the patient no longer felt the need 
to remain in bed all day and \vas able to assume a more 
cheerful attitude. LikevJise, ivhen the patient' s· eye-
sight began to fail, the social worker supported her 
during her depressed states to enable the patient to 
plan realistically- when she vrou1d no longer be able 
to care for herself.. Through a· supportive relation-
ship, this patient was able to function . vrithin · her 
cardiac disability until this became impossible and 
hospitalization l·ras necessary. 
===-o -----
Case 2 
This case illustrates the help that the social vrorlrer 
provided vrhere a chronic illness Has not involved . T-he 
patient's social situation necessitated hospitalization 
because he \-laS unable to man age alone after he had 
fractured his ankle. The social "tmr ker helped the 
patient plan realistically ':Tithin his budget and 
supported the patient "t·rhile in the hos pital. 
The pat ient was a sixty-six year old d ivorced 
man on Old Age Assistance vrho lived alone in a 
rooming house 1·Ti th no relatives in this area. He 
was referred to the social worker in November , 
1<}52, by Dr . · \1. be c ause the pat ient needed help 
in pl anning his budget as he 1:rent 1.·rithout food 
to buy medic ations. Also, his landlady could 
n ot continue to care for him as her ovrn home 
required her time. The patient had been 
hospitalized from January 4 , 1951 , to January 
12 , 1 <} 51 . The d iagnosis 1rra s fracture, external 
mal leolus, left anl{le . 
The 1vorker visited vlhile Mr . S. \vas in 
the hospital and this relieved many of his 
anxietie s concerning his Old Age Assistance 
che ck and the loss of his room i.rhile in the 
hospital. The patient requested the s ocial 
\vorker to notify his daughter vrho lived out 
of state tha t Mr . s. had been hos pitalized . 
Nursing home arrangements \·rere arranged for 
the pat ient at his request. The worker con-
tinued in a supportive role and offered re-
as surance about his room while in the ntiTsing 
home. The social vrorker continued to see the 
patient in the Orthoped ic Clinic. He was 
d ischarged to his room as ambulatory. Upon 
his return home, the social \vorker helped plan 
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hi s budget so that he vra s a ble to ma.~e a rnore 
jud icious use of' his money. 
The case vms closed in February, 1951 , as 
the patient ;,-ras able to budget his money adequat ely . 
Hr. 8 . \vas tal~en to the Boston City Hos pital 
on Jv1arch 19 , 1951 , and \lra s d ead on arrival . There 
was some question that he had taken an overdose 
of 'sle eping pills . 
The social ·vrorker offered support in the fol l owing 
-vmys: she reassured the patient that his Old Age Ass istance 
checks l.vould resume afte r discharge from the hospital 
and that his room \vould be available after discharge . 
11fuen Mr. S . ,,ras in the nursing home , the social v:ror ker 
again reassured him that Old Age As sistance l'fould pay 
his room rent f or at least four -vreeks and that his 
e l igibility was not affected by hospitalization. The 
social worker interpreted Nr . s .rs social situation 
to the Resident on the Orthopedic Service, stating 
that his landlady \·ra s Ulli•Tilling to continue to care 
for him and t ha t he lived alone. The Res i dent at 
first smr no reason for Mr . s . to be hospitalized 
and felt that Hr . s. could be c ared for a t home . The 
social 1-rorker performed some other servi. ces, such as -
notifying Old Age Assistance of the patient's return 
to his room upon d ischarge from the nursing home and 
of his r e lationship "~tri th h is landlady. The socia l \vorker 
BOSTON UNJV~RSJTY 
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helped Mr. s . . plan his budget so that he vrould have 
enough money both _for food and medication. 
Case ·3 
The following case illustrates the help that the 
social 1wrker rendered in planning nevr living arrange-
ments. She also interpreted the patient's medical status 
to relatives. 
The patient was a s.eventy-year old i:lidmved 
\voman on Old Age Assistance \•Tho lived alone in 
her South End apartment. She \vas ·referred to the 
Home Nedical Service by Dr. R. to help make living 
arrangements as her married daughter, :tv1rs. P., 
does not have room for the patient permanently and 
Old Age Assistance cannot continue indefinitely 
to pay rent for the patient 1 s mvn apartment. The 
patient 1..ras admitted to the Hassachusetts Memorial 
Hospitals on January 11, 1951, and was discharged 
on February 2:, 1951. Her diagnoses vmre: active 
duodenal ulcer, hypothyroidism, urinary tract 
infection, urethral stricture, and traumatic 
cataract, left eye. Upon discharge, she 1.rent to 
live \'lith her married daughter for an indefinite 
period. 
The patient 1 s main ·concern vrhile in the 
hospital was about the possibility of losing her 
furniture and apartment. Therefore, the patient 
was anxious to return home and fGlt that she could 
manage alone. Mrs. P. has three children and 
thought that:. 1) in view of the crm·rded condition 
of her ovrn three-room apartment; 2) the patient's 
desire to return to her mm apartment; and 3) the 
uncertainty of continued Old Age Assistance pay-
ment vrhile the patient was living ".·ri th her daughter, 
that the best plan 1.vould be for the patient to 
return to her mm apartment since she \vould be 
happier there. 
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The s.ocial. 1.vorker explored the possibility 
of housekeeping services with Mrs •. P •. , . of lv1rs . P. 
finding a larger apartment so that her mother 
could stay I·Ti th her, or of another relative staying 
with lviTs. P. when she returned home. The social 
worker also explored nursing home services, but 
the natient was not interested in that. None 
of these plans seemed available to meet the 
present acute need. The patient returned to 
her own apartment in March, 1951, and Mrs . P. 
helped the patient to get settled. 
The patient 'ITas re-hospitalized from April 
11 to 16, 1951. The diagnosis was obstruction, 
ureter, left, cause undetermined. The worker . 
supported t he patient while in the hospital. The 
patient 1 s main concern \vas over her Old Age 
Assistance check. The patient returned home and 
was re-hospitalized again from May 31, 1951, to 
August 11, 1951. The diagnosis o:n this a~mission 
\!.]"as ? tumor, renal. The social vrorker continued 
to visit while in the hospital, reassuring the 
patient that her daughter \•Tould attend to the 
bills in her absence. She discussed discharge 
plans: with lviTs. P. and the patient . Another 
daughter "~:.rho lived out-of -state offered to care 
for the patient upon discharge. The \vorker 
further helped by directing Mrs. P. to discuss 
her change in living arrangements vli th the Old 
Age Assistance social -vrorker as the p.a.tl~nt · 
would need to make re-application in the nmv- state. 
The v.rorker interpreted Dr . T. 's medical recom-
mendations to Mrs .. P. \vho novr felt that a nursing 
home would be the most suitable plan. 
The patient 1.-rn.s discharged from the hospital, 
but her vrhereabouts vTere not made known to the social 
-vmrker . Later, Mr s. P. informed the vrorker that 
the patient vlas living 1.vith another daughter out-
of-state and -vfill be getting medical care from a 
local doctor . 
The case was closed in August, 1951 , a s the 
patient was no longer living in Boston. The patient 
died in September, 1951. 
The medical social vmrker explored_ the various facets 
of living arrangements both I·Jith the patient and her 
daughter. The patient returned to her ovm apartment , 
but her physical cond ition vrent rapidly dm,mhill and 
the patient was re-hospitalized twice , each time the 
social ·w·orker offering support, understanding and re-
a;ssurance . The 1vorker interpret ed the patient 1 s 
medi cal status to the pat i ent and to relatives 1·ri th 
the goal that nursing horne arrangements might be the 
most suitable plan. The social vrorker had close contacts 
\•Ti th the patient 1 s relatives in this case and helped 
them to evaluate the patient's medical and social needs · 
so that the best possible plan for the patient could 
h e made . 
Case 4 
The follmving case illustrates a brief contact 
vli th a patient vrho had been lnlm•m to the Home Nedical 
Service since August, 1950. The case "~:!as re-opened in 
March, 1951, to aTrange nursing home plans after hos-
pitalization. 
The patient was a seventy-seven year old 
widov!ed man on Old Age Assistance· I'Tho lived alone 
in a rooming house in the South End . There \·Fere 
no living relatives in Boston. The patient 1.ras· 
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admitted to the hospital on January 5, 1951, 
and "~;vas discharged on January 10, 1951, to his 
room. The diagnosis was anemia of urll{no~rn etiology, 
and opaque lenses. He was re-admitted to the 
hospital from February 25, 1951, to 1'11arch 16, 
1951. The social vrorl~er made nursing home 
arrangements upon discharge. Discharge pl ans 
Here discus sed -vri th the patient and he expressed 
no resistance .to a nursing home placement. The 
patient fo1lm·Ted medical recommendations and v.Jas 
receiving adequate care at the nursing home. 
The patient has three subsequent admissions· 
to the l~assachusetts: Memorial Hospitals ,,.,ith the 
diagnoses . of aplastic anemia, bilateral opaque 
l enses, arterioscler otic heart disease, and viral 
respira tory infection. Approximately one month 
after his l ast discharge from the hospital, the 
patient entered Boston City Hos pital and died 
on the day of admission despite transfusions 
with packed red blood cells. 
The social \vorker \•Tas helpful in procuring a 
nursing home for the patient as his medical and social 
needs did not permit him to return to his previous 
living arrangements., The social 1vorker helped the 
patient adjust to the nursing home routine. Unfortunately, 
due to the severity of his illness, he had repeated 
hospitalizations, f ive at Nassachusetts Nemorial 
Hospitals in 1951, and social service ·had no fLITther 
contact beyond his adjustment at the nu~sing home . 
Case 5 
The follovring case vTas referred to the social 
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vJ'Orker for a supportive relationship during the patient 's 
hospitalization. 
VJ.I' . 0. ·v.ras an eighty-eight year old -vridovred 
man who lived 1;ri th his single daughter in a 
middle-class neighborhood in Boston. His \·rife 
had d ied in 1900 in a fire. Miss o. worked 
and supported her father. 
The patient w-as first knm·m to the social 
service department in 1948 vrhen the social 
worker became concerned about Hr. o.•s ability 
to go home aJ.ono from the Cardiac Clinic as he 
appeared so feeble . 
The case \vas re-opened in February , 1951 
\•Then Hiss o. telephoned the social worker stating 
that her fa ther vra s in the Hassachusetts· Memorial 
Hospitals and for \·rorker to visit. The patient 
1-vas hospitalized from February 19, 1951, t :o 
Harch 1, 1951, and the d ischarge diagnoses were : 
herpes zoster, varicose veins, and osteoarthritis .. 
The vmrlcer visited the patient on the vrard , but 
the patient \•ra s very ill and uncomfortable. The 
doctors said there ~:vas nothing they couJ.d do for 
the patient . Upon discharge, the patient \vas 
referred to the Neurological Clinic of the 
Massachusetts Memorial Hospitals and from this 
clinic he \·ras referr ed to the Boston City Hos pital 
Neurological Clinic. The patient i•Jas admitted 
to Boston City Hospital on April 26,1951, and 
the social \.·rorker visited every day. Mr. 0. vras 
concerned a bout the cost of hospital care. The 
socia l 1-10rker reas sured Nr. o •. that he ivould 
not have to pay if he d id not have the money. 
lvir. 0. \·Jas discharged from Boston City Hos pi tal 
on May 10, 1951, and the case ~c•Ta s clos ed a s the 
pat ient v.ras under the care of Boston City I:lospi tal • 
Follm.;~up information revealed that the 
patient died on June 7, 1952. 
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The greater part of the social "'vorker' s contact 
1.<ri th this patient 1..ras prior to 1951. The patient \-Ta.S 
seriously ill while in the hospital and the worker 
supported the patient and relieved his anxieties 
around the cost of me dical care. 'I' he vmrker continued 
her inter·est \vhile Nr. o. was hos pit alized at Boston 
City Ifospital, but since he -vras to be follm1ed in. their 
out-patient clinic, the case 1..ras transferred to that 
hospital in May, !951 •. 
Cas-e 6 
This case illustrates: the use that the social 
worker made of interpretation of the patient's medical 
need s to the \~lelfare Department. This patient "'•Tas: 
living in December, 1953. 
Mr •. lvl . w:as a seventy-eight year old single 
man on Old Age Assistance -vrho li'ved in a rooming-
house in the South End. He had no relatives· in 
Boston--... The patient was . hospitalized at Hassachu-
s·et t s Memorial Hospitals from J" anuary 5, 19 51, 
to January- 13, 1951. The diagnosis was a bilateral 
inguinal hernia, left. He ha s . been follmved in 
the Medical and Ga strointestinal Clinics since· 
1951 •. 
l--1r. M. was first knm·m to the Social Service 
Department in 1939. He \vas; refer red by himself 
because he was unable to pay for dentures. 
Each year since 19L1-9 medical inquiries' from 
Old Age Assistance vrere received and answered . 
=== ---·---- -==---- ~=..,: ___ --
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In November,. 1952, Mr. M. shov.red the social 
t..rorker a card from a masseuse stating he must have 
massages for pains in ~ his legs., He also \·ranted a 
diet because his budget had been cut •. The social 
worker discussed the patient's situation . t..ri th the 
doctor tvho recommended ace bandages for his legs, 
~nd the worker referred his food problem to the 
d i e tician.. The 1.vorker secured a copy of his diet 
which vvas sent to Old Age Assista11c e . The case 1-ras~ 
closed in November, 1952.. 
The case \•Tas re-opened in June, 1.9 53, \vhen 
the Old Age Assistance worker telephoned saying 
that the patient -vras receiving physical therapy 
in a conunercial shop and the bills were being s ent 
to them. Old Age Assistance wanted verification 
of need.. The social t.rorker discussed · the situation. 
vrith the doctor, 1vho stated that there w.as 'no 
ne ed' and a letter to- Old Age Assistance indicating 
this fact \·ras sent ... 
The case i·Tas closed in June, 1953. This vras 
the last social service contact with this patient. 
The social worker, throughout her years of contact 
with this patient, did a great deal of interpretation:. 
of the patient • s medical need s to the \velfare Depar tment •. 
She also: interpreted the patientts activities lvhich 
pertained to his phys ical condition. to the doctor to 
determine if these were warranted. 
As: this patient was living in December, 1953, the 
w.ri ter interviewed him to determine ho~,., he ivas getting 
along and if he had any particular problems related to 
his past or present illness., Mr. 1·1[ . was very concerned 
about his health and generally seemed to be preoccupied 
with physical complaints. He d id not mention any specific 
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problems, but stated that his health was not too good, 
yet he did not vmnt to go to the out-patient department 
for a check-up because he felt that the doctors could 
not help him. He seemed to enjoy his physical complaints, 
namely of a gastric nature, and his negativistic attitude 
tm-rards medical care would confirm this. Mr. M. did 
not seem too alert mentally and appeared to have a 
slight impairment of memory for the recent past. 
Summary 
Of the s:ix patients ;,J"ith social service records, 
five patients died since discharge from the hospital in 
1951 and one patient -vras living in 1953. Three of these 
patients -vrere known to the Home Medical Service and 
three to the main Social Service Department ... 
Many of these aged sick patients were faced i'lith 
s;imilar problems -vrhile in the hospital. Emotional 
support v.ras the technique most often used by the social 
ir.fork er to sustain the patient -vrhile in the hospital and 
during the post-hospitalization period. It is 'interesting 
to note that among the six patients -vrith social service 
records, five lived in the South End area of Boston:. 
and one lived in Dorchester. Five of these patients 
had no living relatives in Boston and five patients; 
--~·~..:=..=..._. ·-----
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I•Tere on _ Old Age Assistance lvith one patient being sup-
ported by his daughter. Five patients had been knovm 
to social service before their 1951 hospitalization~ 
and one patient vras referred to social service in 1951 
to help \vi th nevr Ii ving arrangements:. 
Social service.· has helped to meet the needs of 
these aged, medically indigent, lonely, sick patients: 
and to support them during and after their hospitalizations 
It has dealt with both the medical and psychological 
needs of the patient and has tried to strengthen· the 
patient 1 s ego· so that he may be: able to function· more 
adequately and face his problems more realistically •. 
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CHAPTER VI 
SUMV.i.ARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
This thesis is a three-year .follm..r-up study of the 
first twenty-five ward admissions to the Massachusetts 
Memorial Hospitals during January and February, 1951, 
wt10 1vere sixty-five years of age or older at the time 
of admission and who lived in the Boston area or its 
vicinity. The ques.tions vThich the 1-rri ter raised in 
this study \ve:re: 1) \ftla. t were the most prevalent di-
seases among these patients? 2) What problems vrere 
most evident among the patients? 3)Ifow did the social 
worker help the patient in achieving a satisfactory 
adjustment to his illness· 4) \fuat vras the status of 
these patients economically, sucially, emotionally, 
and physically in December, 1953? 
As this study was limited to a small number of 
patients, s.ince acute and chronic. patients \vere sele cted 
for study, and since only six patients had social service 
records, the conclusions dra\in~ from this study can be 
applied only to this group •. 
The most prevalent diseases among the patients· 
studied \>J"ere: heart disease, seven patients having some 
form of cardiac impairment. After heart disease came 
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cancer, l.orith six patients~ afflicted. Four patients 
had emphysema, and three patients each had varicose 
veins, benign prostatic hypertrophy and inguinal hernia. 
Five patients· had one illness each while the remaining 
twenty patients had illnesses occurring in combination. 
It \vas found that many of the patients had similar 
problems. Among the six patients that were knmrn to 
social service irrl951, various social, emotional and 
financial problems: vrere noted that impeded medical 
progress.. Four patients needed emotional · support during 
their hospitalization at the lvlassachusetts~ Memorial 
Hospitals in 1951 and two continued to need support 
after hospitalization. One patient needed help \nth 
transportation and help vrith making nevr living arrange--
ments. The social worker interpreted this patient's 
medical status to relatives:. The social \·TOrker inter-
preted the patient's social situation to the doctor in 
another case •. 
Four patients out of the six "lvi th social service 
record$ disclosed emotional disturbances that could be 
harmful to their recuperation. Anxiety over various-. 
problems, particularly financial conditions, loss of 
room vJhile in the hospital, and conc ern over welfare 
s:tatus while in the hospital existed among these f our 
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patients. One patient had a problem pertaining to family 
and landlady relationships. 
The types of services~ offered by the social Horker 
to help the patients meet their needs ltfere mainly sup-
portive casmvork , interpretation and environmental 
manipulation . Supportive casew·ork relie ved many patients 
of their anxieties. concerning loss of their Old Age 
Assistance check vmile in the hospital or loss of their 
room. It also helped many patients to achieve a more 
satisfying and realistic r elationship vri th family or 
landlady, and helped the patients develop more ego 
strength to function better Hithin their physical 
limitation. 
Interpretation vras needed in a few cases. Inter-
pretation vras g iven to other social agencies so that 
they vmuld have a better understand ing of the medical 
and social needs of the patient . Interpretation to the 
family or landlady l·ras often needed so that they could 
plan intelligently and participate in the care of the 
patient. Interpret ation of the patient's social and 
economic situa tion to the doctor vtas an important 
function , of the- social vrorker . The social 1-10rke r' s· 
ind ividualized knmvledge of the patient helped the 
doctor in \vorking out an adequate medical plan for the 
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patient. 
Environmental manipulation was used to meet the 
patients·' practical problems, such as providing trans-
portation to clinic, housing,problem, need for medical 
appliances, and the like, in order to facilitate the 
patients' rehabilitation. 
This study revealed that the majority of patients 
rettiTned to the same type of living arrangements used 
prior to hospitalization and that nursing homes vrere 
utilized in four cases. T1vo patients later "'rent to 
chronic disease hos pitals. Relatives l·rere used 1vherever 
possible to provide convalescent care. Tvro patients 
died on the second 1951 hospital admission and nine 
patients had died since d ischarge from the hospital 
in 1951. Fourteen patients "~:rere living in 1953. 
The follmling data pertains to the fourteen sur-
viving patients in December, 1953. The financial status 
of the fourt een surviving patients revealed that in. 
1953 eleven patients 1vere being supported by some form 
of public assistance, social security benefits or 
pension. Nine of these patie nts had multiple sources 
of income. One patient received 1trages and one patient 
had his ovm resotiTces. The financial status of one 
patient \vas unknown. Seven patients . vrere retired , five 
--- =..=..--..=....---
were house11ri ves, one \vas self -employed, and one "'.•ras a 
vrage earner.. The maj ority of the fourteen surviving 
patients had some f orm of leisure-time activity. In 
the order of importance, they were :. reading, television 
and radio, and visiting of friends. Many patients. 
had a combination of social interests . 
Of the fourteen patients intervie1.ved, eleven 'l·rer e 
reluctant to discuss any social or emotional problems 
related to their past or present illness. Three patients 
discussed financial problems~; one patient found it 
difficult to man<:tge because her son , .. ras laid off from 
1110r k and their entire source of income ~tvas a pension·, 
another p~tient found it d ifficult to pay for the cost 
of med ic a tion, and the third patient 1.vould have liked 
financial help "'.!fith his hospital bill in 1951. This 
patient -vras self-employed, lived in a comfortable home, 
and his jocular attitude refle cted that these vTere 
thoughts in retrospect. 
The physical s;t a tus. of the fourteen surviving 
patients revealed that in 1953 thirteen patients were 
ambulatory, ten of them unlimited, and three. confined 
to the home. One patient 1.vas conf ined to a bed and 
chair existence due to Parkinson1 s Disease. 
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Comments; on. the Hethod of Study 
s ·ome of the patients t reactions to the intervie'~ling 
method in a research study of this type may be con-
sidered if future studies of a similar nature are con-
- ten!pla ted. 
TI•To patients among the first t1iTenty-five admissions· 
r e fused to be intervie1·red, the r e fore, the vrri ter \·tas 
obliged to select the next tv.ro 1951 admissions to complete 
the neces sary t 1venty-five patient s for this study. One 
patient did not respond and the other patient said he 
I•Tas too old and did not i.vis·h to be bothered. 
One patient spoke Italian so that communication 
\·ras very difficult. Very l ittle information 1·1as gained 
in this intervieiv. One patient permitted the 1vri ter to 
visit, but r efused to give any information. This 
patient told the vrri ter that any information she 1tTanted· 
would be in the hospital records . She called the 
hospital the day after the intervieitT to de termine if the 
hos pital '"as hold ing back on medical informat ion since 
the 1.vri ter \vas int e rested in her he alth at the present 
time. 
The i•rriter visited t1vo spouses of patients that 
were deceased in 1953. These interviei•TS VTere d isturbing 
in that the spouses 'l.ve re forced temporarily to r elive a 
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very painful experience. 
Three patients had a very positive reaction to this. 
type of study. They e*pressed their gratitude and ap-
preciation for the interest the hospital has taken in· 
them, both in the past and the present , and felt that 
more studies like this 1vould be helpful. Several 
patients expressed the i dea that this was 'something 
ne\v 1 and w·ere nnavrare that the hospital did follm-r-up 
work on their patients . For the most part , these 
patients accepted the 1.vriter' s interpretation of the 
purpose of the study and 1.vere pleased at ·the hospital's 
follmv-up interest. 
The viTiter feels that many of the aged patients 
intervievred had limited nnderstanding of research and 
the purpose of the study, even after interpretation, 
and that this may account for some of the initial re-
sistance. 
Another consideration is the fact that these pat ients 
did not ask to be intervie\.ved, but rather the •tlrit er 
extended herself in seeking the patient's cooperation 
in this study. :tvlany patients, therefore, may have been 
reluctant to taLl{ during the intervie1.·r because they did 
not ask for this type of service. 
The \vriter recommends that this research method 
== ---- -
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needs to be examined more carefully so that the approach 
can be more fruitful to the research worker and less 
threatening to the .patient. 
AI!~~~~ 
Richard K. C ~nlnt 
Dean 
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SCI-1:::EDULE 
Hospital _ _______ _ 
1 . Pat~ent's Name 2 • . Hospital No . 
3. Addre ss : 
4 . Sex: M. F. 5 •. Co tor : N. VI. 0. 6 • Marital Stat us : S. H. W. D 
Sep . Other 
7. Date of birth: 8. Date of 1st 1951 admission t o House: 
9 . Referred to house by: Physician Other ( specify) Emergency 
10. Date of 1st 1951 discharge: 11 . Diagnosis· 
12 •. Treatment recommendation at discharge: 
13. Re commended to care of: 
a •. Private physician e . Nursing home 
b. OPD (sp) f . Convalescent home 
--c·. Other hospital ( sp) g . Other (sp ) 
d . Public custodial inst •. (sp) 
14. a . Was· patient knovrn to Hospi tal Social Service in 
January, 1951? Yes __ Ko ____ _ 
b . If yes, social services given: 
1 . Finding nursing home ______________________ __ 
2 . Making other living arrangements _______ __ 
3 . ffi1cillary services~--~~--~----~--~-----
tr- . I nterpreting medical advice to patients: . 
5 .. Interpreting patient's cond ition to relatives __ 
6 . Referral to conrrnunity casei>~ork agency _____ _ 
7 . Referral to group v-rork or recreation agency __ _ 
8 . Casevrork 1.vith relationships and attitudes_· ___ _ 
9. Other case"'frork services'":-.· --=-=------·---
Describe above services briefly: 
15. Later hospitalizations~ 
Name of Dates 
Hbspi tal From To Diagnosis: 
I6. Later OPD services : 
Name of Dates· 
Hos:;pJ. tal From To Diagnosis 
Referred to : 
(se e 13 a- g above) 
Re·ferred to 
(see 13 a-g above ) 
?1 
=--~~=-'--'-=-'-'-''---=-=--~="---'==-=-=-=-='----'-=--=-=--· -----=- -·-----=--= =-=-==-=--=· -'--'·-=---=-'--'-=--=11 - --- . - .. --
17. Living arrangements : 
In~ediately Immediately 
prior to 1st after 1st 
1951 admission 1951 dis charge 
O'wn home l•li th spouse 
and/or children 
(specify) 
Own home alone 
In home of relatives 
(Specify) 
In rooming house 
In nursing home 
In hospital 
Other (specify) 
Intermediate 
Time 
from to 
As of 
December 
1, 1953. 
Comment on reasons for any change in living arrangements-
that occurred bet1•1een January, 1951, and date of intervievr: 
Changes: 
1. 
2. 
~-=----- c-=-o_'--=-== -. -- .. . -
I 
I 
' 
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18. (Optional) Financial situation: 
(a) iw~ediately after 1st 1951 discharge 
(b) as of De cember 1, 1953 
Sources of monthly income: 
~I ages: 
OAA 
DA 
AB:. 
General Relief 
OASI 
Private Pension 
Relatives 
Other (specify) 
a. b. 
Comment on any special problems related to finance: 
19. Physical condition 
a~. Ambulatory 
1. Unlimited 
2. Homebound 
b. Bedridden 
20 •. Describe· health services being received 
a. In hospital (sp) c. Irrphysiciants 
b. In OPD d. In own home 
e •. Other (sp) 
2l. Is patient active 1.vith hospital social service 
office 
Yes 
-
Date of interview 
--
No 
- · 
----
Health Council 
Haalth, Hospitals and Medical 
United Community Services 
14 Somerset Street, Bbston 
Name of intervie"~:Ter 
Care Division 
-- ' . -
---,----
1 
I 
